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Markets swing on trade and monetary policy 

 

Starting in May, prices of risky assets seesawed in response to unexpected turns in 
trade policy and adjustments to monetary policy.1  The rally in equity and credit 
markets seen in early 2019 reversed course in May on the prospect of higher tariffs 
on US-China trade and US imports from Mexico. Facing weakening growth and 
subdued inflation, central banks in advanced economies (AEs) as well as emerging 
market economies (EMEs) eased policy to pre-empt a further deterioration.  

The shift to a more stimulative monetary outlook reassured investors. In June, 
stocks surged and corporate bond spreads narrowed. In light of the broadly 
synchronous monetary easings, exchange rates for the US dollar against other AE 
currencies remained stable.  

Trade tensions escalated again in August, which renewed downward pressure on 
equity and credit prices. The sell-off was accompanied by large outflows from EME 
funds. The renminbi dropped to multi-year lows against the US dollar, and its 
correlation with other EME currencies rose substantially, underscoring spillovers from 
China. Risky assets in AEs other than the United States were particularly sensitive to 
trade tensions, with equities losing more than the S&P 500. The macroeconomic 
backdrop remained especially vulnerable for export-oriented economies. 

The confluence of trade tensions, deteriorating growth prospects and decisive 
monetary accommodation drove sovereign bond yields to new lows in August. The 
amount of fixed income securities with negative yields, mainly euro- and yen-
denominated government bonds, reached record highs. Yield curves inverted in a 
number of countries. At times, markets interpreted this inversion as a signal of rising 
recession risk. However, other indicators painted a more mixed picture. As term 
premia fell to new troughs, equity prices stabilised. Financial conditions in most AEs 
remained fairly loose by historical standards.  

 
1  This overview focuses on developments between 1 May and 11 September 2019. 
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Trade and monetary policy drove markets in a weakening 
economy 

Significant trade and monetary policy news drove the largest price movements during 
the period under review. When trade tensions eased, prices of US and Chinese 
equities posted outsize gains and US Treasury bond prices fell sharply. Similarly, risky 
asset prices rose when the Federal Reserve indicated a more accommodative stance 
than anticipated, although moves in those instances were not as pronounced 
(Graph 1, left-hand panel). 

Starting in May, asset prices reflected increasing anxiety about trade. Global 
stock prices dropped 2% in early May after the United States announced higher tariffs 
on imports from China, and slid further in mid-May when China countered with its 
own tariffs. Equities sold off again in late May after the United States threatened to 
impose tariffs on imports from Mexico unless Mexico stemmed migration to the 
United States. These drops meant that global stocks closed the month down about 
5% (Graph 1, centre panel).  

Mirroring disquiet in equity markets, corporate bond spreads rose swiftly. The 
rise was particularly pronounced in the United States, with high-yield spreads up by 

Trade and monetary policy were key drivers of asset prices Graph 1

Prices moved the most on days with 
trade policy news1 

 Trade and monetary policy swayed 
global stocks6 

 Corporate spreads rose on trade and 
fell on monetary policy news7 

Per cent Per cent  1 May 2019 = 100  Basis points Basis points 

 

  

 

The vertical lines in the centre and right-hand panels indicate 6 May 2019 (first business day after US announces intention to raise tariffs on
$200bn of Chinese imports), 4 June 2019 (Fed Chairman states that the Fed “will act as appropriate to sustain the expansion” in midst of trade
uncertainty) and 1 August 2019 (US announces intention to impose new trade tariffs on $300bn of Chinese imports). 
1  Calculated daily changes for each variable over period 1 May–11 September 2019. US Treasuries = Vanguard intermediate-term Treasury 
ETF; S&P 500 = Vanguard S&P 500 ETF; Chinese stocks = iShares MSCI China ETF; global equities excl US = FTSE All-World ex US ETF.    2  The 
return has been corrected to account for the FX return.    3  Median calculated on days of trade events. Returns are multiplied by –1 when 
trade tensions escalated.    4  Median calculated on days of monetary policy events. Returns are multiplied by –1 when monetary policy news 
indicated a tighter stance than expected.   5  Interquartile range calculated on days with neither monetary policy nor trade events.    6  Based 
on GDP-weighted averages across countries.    7  For the United States, based on ICE BoAML indices; for China, based on JPMorgan Chase 
CEMBI HY index, stripped spread; for world, based on JPMorgan Chase global aggregate bond HY index denominated in US dollars; 
government spread. 
Sources: Bloomberg; ICE BoAML indices; JPMorgan Chase; BIS calculations. 
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about 100 basis points in May, exceeding the increase in global high-yield spreads. 
Nevertheless, spreads remained below the highs reached in late 2018 (Graph 1, right-
hand panel).  

In June, anxiety turned to reassurance on prospects of more accommodative 
monetary policy and an easing of trade tensions. On 4 June, the Fed indicated that it 
would act as appropriate to sustain the expansion in the face of economic challenges, 
including those originating from trade disputes. Later in June, the United States 
cancelled plans to impose tariffs on imports from Mexico, and the United States and 
China agreed to restart trade talks. These developments triggered a rapid rise in 
equity prices, with the S&P 500 reaching a new historical peak in late July, and 
corporate spreads declined (Graph 1, centre and right-hand panels). 

Anxiety returned in August on rekindled trade tensions. With new threats on  
1 August of US tariffs on Chinese goods, equities dropped and corporate bond 
spreads widened across the board in a flight to safety (Graph 1, right-hand panel). 
Although the sell-off was over by mid-August, the prices of risky assets stayed 
volatile. The relative strength of the US economy helped US high-yield corporate 
spreads to recover more quickly in the second half of the month than spreads 
elsewhere. 

Trade concerns eased again in early September, when China and the United 
States agreed to resume trade negotiations. This propelled equities higher and 
corporate spreads lower. By mid-September, US high-yield spreads were only slightly 
higher than in April, while their Chinese and global counterparts remained somewhat 
elevated. Chinese stocks rallied from mid-August, and by mid-September had 
recouped all of their post-June losses (Graph 1, centre panel).  

Trade and monetary policy events unfolded in the context of a weakening global 
economy. Surveys of purchasing managers indicated a slowing of activity in the 

Manufacturing weakness persisted globally Graph 2

Manufacturing PMI diverged from 
services PMI globally1 

 Industrials stocks underperformed 
services stocks2 

 Goods exports kept sliding relative to 
GDP 

Diffusion index  Per cent  Q1 2000 = 100 (constant prices) 

 

  

 
1  A value of 50 indicates that the number of firms reporting improvement and deterioration is equal; a value above 50 indicates improvement
(PMI = purchasing managers’ index).    2  Based on daily returns of US dollar-denominated MSCI world industrials, communication services
and information technology services indices. 
Sources: IMF, World Economic Outlook; World Trade Organization; Datastream; IHS Markit; national data; BIS calculations. 
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services sector, although activity continued to expand faster than in manufacturing 
(Graph 2, left-hand panel; see also the special feature on purchasing managers’ 
indices in this issue). The divergence between services and manufacturing was evident 
in equity returns, which were lower for industrial firms (centre panel). Furthermore, as 
a percentage of GDP, goods exports remained on the downward trend that had 
started soon after the Great Financial Crisis (GFC) of 2007–09 (right-hand panel). 

In China, conjunctural indicators were generally weak, with GDP growing in the 
second quarter by 6.2%, the lowest rate since 1992. However, total social financing 
expanded at a faster pace than expected in August on the back of fiscal stimulus. 

The US economy was not immune to trade tensions. Certain pockets showed 
signs of weakness, with slowing fixed investment growth and downward revisions to 
corporate profits forecasts. As a sign of how weaknesses in China could spill over to 
the United States, expected stock volatilities, calculated from option prices, were 
significantly higher for companies exposed to China than for the overall S&P 500 
index. Indeed, in August this gap approached the heights reached in late 2018 
(Graph 3, left-hand panel).  

Despite the potential impact of trade tensions on the economic outlook, financial 
conditions were remarkably stable. In fact, in the United States they remained looser 
than during the late-2018 market turbulence and noticeably so relative to the long-
term average. Financial conditions were also supportive in EMEs and in the euro area 
(Graph 3, right-hand panel).  
 

Despite benign financial conditions, US economy was vulnerable to trade conflict Graph 3

Implied volatility rose in May for stocks exposed to 
China1 

 Financial conditions were supportive globally2 

Percentage points  Index 

 

 

The vertical line in the left-hand panel indicates May 2019. 
1  Average difference between option-implied volatilities for companies exposed to China and the S&P 500 implied volatility index VIX.    2  A 
value of 100 indicates country-specific long-term averages; each unit above (below) 100 denotes financial conditions that are one standard
deviation tighter (looser) than the average. For the United States, average over 1 January 1990–current; for the euro area, average over 
1 April 1999–current. 
Sources: Bloomberg; BIS calculations. 
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Monetary easing gained momentum 
On the back of weakening economic activity, subdued inflation and volatile financial 
markets, monetary policy turned accommodative across the globe. The Federal 
Reserve cut its policy rate by 25 basis points in late July, and as of mid-September 
market participants expected further cuts of roughly 50 basis points by the end of 
2019 and 90 basis points by the end of 2020 (Graph 4, first panel). On 12 September, 
the ECB cut the deposit rate by 10 basis points to –0.5% and restarted its asset 
purchase programme. Investors expected that policy rates would drop, by the end of 
2020, by roughly another 20 basis points in the euro area and about 15 basis points 
in Japan (second panel). 

The broad nature of monetary easing left the US dollar stable against most other 
AE currencies (Graph 4, third panel). An exception was sterling, where an increase in 
the prospect of the United Kingdom leaving the European Union without a withdrawal 
agreement led to a significant depreciation against the US dollar and the euro. 

Central banks in many EMEs also eased their policy stance. Among others, Brazil, 
India, Korea and Mexico lowered their policy rate, with an average decline over the 
review period of more than 10% of the initial rate (Graph 4, fourth panel). China cut 
the reserve requirement ratio by 50 basis points for all financial institutions and by 
another 100 basis points for some smaller city commercial banks. In comparison, only 
about 25% of EMEs kept policy rates unchanged.  

 

Monetary policy stance eased globally  Graph 4

Investors anticipated 
further easing in the US… 

 …and other major AEs2  US dollar stabilised against 
major currencies 

 Policy rate changes in 
EMEs7 

% pts  Per cent  1 May 2019 = 100  Per cent Per cent 

 

   

The vertical lines in the left-hand panel indicate 6 May 2019 (first business day after US announces intention to raise tariffs on $200bn of 
Chinese imports), 4 June 2019 (Fed Chairman states that the Fed “will act as appropriate to sustain the expansion” in midst of trade uncertainty) 
and 1 August 2019 (US announces intention to impose new trade tariffs on $300bn of Chinese imports). 
1  Calculated as the difference between the simple average of December and January 30-day federal funds futures contracts and the effective
federal funds rate.    2  The dashed lines indicate expected rates based on overnight index swap (OIS) forward rates; as of 
13 September 2019.    3  Deposit facility rate.    4  Interest rate applied to policy rate balances in current accounts that financial institutions
hold at the Bank of Japan.    5  Official bank rate.    6  Goods and services.    7  Brazil, Chile, China, Chinese Taipei, Colombia, the Czech Republic,
Hong Kong SAR, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, Mexico, Peru, the Philippines, Poland, Russia, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, South 
Africa and Thailand. 
Sources: Federal Reserve Bank of St Louis, FRED; Bloomberg; Datastream; national data; BIS calculations. 
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As the global easing gathered pace and trade tensions induced flight-to-safety 
flows, long-term yields fell across the board and in most AEs the yield curve inverted. 
The 10-year US Treasury yield dropped by about 80 basis points in the period under 
review (Graph 5, left-hand panel). The spread between 10-year and three-month 
Treasury yields dropped into negative territory in May and declined further as trade 
tensions escalated again in August before retracing part of its decline in early 
September. The expected real rate remained roughly unchanged, while expected 
inflation and, in particular, the term premium compressed noticeably (centre panel).  

For Japan, 10-year yields declined about 10 basis points during the period under 
review and, for a number of other large AEs, yields fell by 50–100 basis points 
(Graph 5, right-hand panel). As a result, most AE sovereign yield curves were inverted, 
at least partially. Yields compressed in selected EMEs by somewhat larger amounts, 
although from higher levels. While US equity markets remained close to all-time 
highs, investor concerns mounted because yield curves typically invert ahead of 
recessions. As discussed in Box A, the inversion reflected an unusually compressed 
term premium, which complicates the evaluation of yield curve signals for future 
economic activity. 

As interest rates declined, the amount of negative-yielding debt soared. While 
sovereign bond markets in the United States and the United Kingdom still offered 
positive yields, most tenors in Japan and the euro area dived into negative territory. 
In Switzerland, yields were below zero for maturities up to 30 years; and in Germany 
and the Netherlands, for up to 25 years. Even in countries with lingering growth and 
debt concerns, such as Italy, yield curves were negative at the shorter end (Graph 6, 
 

Long-term government bond yields declined across the board Graph 5

Ten-year Treasury yield slid and the 
term spread turned negative 

 Both expected inflation and the term 
premium contributed to the decline1 

 Long-term interest rates dropped 
globally3 

Per cent % pts  Per cent  % pts 

 

  

 
The vertical lines in the left-hand panel indicate 6 May 2019 (first business day after US announces intention to raise tariffs on $200bn of
Chinese imports), 4 June 2019 (Fed Chairman states that the Fed “will act as appropriate to sustain the expansion” in midst of trade uncertainty) 
and 1 August 2019 (US announces intention to impose new trade tariffs on $300bn of Chinese imports). 
1  The decomposition of the 10-year nominal yield according to an estimated joint macroeconomic and term structure model; see P Hördahl
and O Tristani, “Inflation risk premia in the euro area and the United States”, International Journal of Central Banking, September 2014. Yields 
are expressed in zero coupon terms.    2  Inflation for August 2019 has been proxied with the median forecast for the US year-on-year 
consumer price index.    3  Based on local currency securities. 
Sources: Bloomberg; BIS; BIS calculations. 
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Box A 

Yield curve inversion and recession risk  
Sirio Aramonte and Dora Xia  

In mid-2019, long-term interest rates fell below short-term rates in a number of countries. In the United States, the 
spread between 10-year and three-month Treasury rates (henceforth, 10y–3m term spread) had already turned 
negative in late May and fell below –50 basis points in late August. In France, Germany and the United Kingdom, parts 
of the yield curve also inverted. While some market participants interpreted these developments as portending an 
imminent slowdown, exceptionally low term premia currently confound signals from the yield curve. 

In the United States, an inverted Treasury yield curve has preceded all recessions since 1973. Each time the  
10y–3m term spread turned negative during economic expansions, a recession ensued within the next two years 
(Graph A, left-hand panel).  

A commonly cited reason for the predictive power of the 10y–3m term spread is that, when investors forecast 
weaker economic activity, they also anticipate more stimulative monetary policy and, in turn, lower future short-term 
rates. If concerns are strong enough, expected rates can be sufficiently low to push current long-term rates below 
current short-term rates, resulting in an inverted yield curve. 

US yield curve inverted as term premium dropped to historical lows Graph A

US term premium compressed further  A mixed assessment of recession risk4 
Percentage points  Standard deviation 

 

 

 
The shaded areas in the left-hand panel correspond to recessions identified by the NBER since 1973: November 1973– March 1975, 
January–July 1980, July 1981–November 1982, July 1990–March 1991, March–November 2001 and December 2007–June 2009. 
1  Spread between 10-year and three-month Treasury rates.    2  Ten-year term premium.    3  Term premium and expectations component are
based on data from Adrian et al (2013).    4  Each variable has been normalised over the whole sample.    5  ST forward: instantaneous forward 
rate 1.625 years ahead.    6  The dot represents the latest value, August 2019.    7  The dot represents the latest value,
Q1 2019.    8  Corresponds to between one year and six months before each peak, as identified by the NBER; 1985–current for the financial 
cycle and debt service ratio, and 1973–current for others. 
Sources: T Adrian, R Crump and E Moench, “Pricing the term structure with linear regressions”, Journal of Financial Economics, October 2013, 
pp 110–38; G Favara, S Gilchrist, K Lewis, and E Zakrajšek, "Recession risk and the excess bond premium", FEDS Notes, 8 April 2016; S Gurkaynak, 
B Sack and J Wright, “The US Treasury yield curve: 1961 to the present”, Finance and Economics Discussion Series, December 2006; Federal 
Reserve Bank of New York, www.newyorkfed.org/research/data_indicators/term_premia.html; Federal Reserve Bank of St Louis, FRED; NBER,
http://www.nber.org/cycles.html; Bloomberg; Datastream; national data; BIS calculations. 
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Negative-yielding debt soared  Graph 6

More sovereign yields became 
negative in more countries1 

 Amount of negative-yielding bonds 
kept rising2 

 Negative debt was mainly 
denominated in euros and yen4 

Maturity (years)  USD trn  Per cent 

 

  

 
1  As of 11 September 2019.    2  Based on Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate Negative Yielding Debt indices; September 2019 corresponds
to 11 September 2019.    3  Sum of government-related, corporates and securitised.    4  As of 11 September 2019; estimated on government
and corporate securities tracked by Bloomberg. 
Sources: Bloomberg; BIS calculations. 
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However, in addition to expectations of future short-term rates, long-term rates also reflect term premia, which 
can thus influence the curve’s dynamics. Term premia are extra returns demanded by investors to compensate for 
risks associated with long-term bonds. These returns can be affected by imbalances in the supply of and demand for 
particular maturities, in which case they have little information about future economic prospects as such. 

In fact, the recent inversion of the US Treasury curve has coincided with exceptionally subdued term premia. Term 
premia in the US Treasury market have been declining since the Great Financial Crisis, likely because of demand 
pressure from price-inelastic buyers such as central banks, pension funds and life insurers (Graph A, left-hand 
panel).  Also, the current combination of a negative term premium and an easing monetary policy stance is unusual. 
During past episodes when the yield curve inverted, the monetary policy stance was tightening. 

Considering such complications, it is useful to examine other indicators of recession risk. In addition to the  
10y–3m term spread, the literature has identified several other measures that can signal an impending economic 
slowdown. For example, a low near-term forward spread, a stretched excess bond premium and elevated financial 
cycle measures can signal high downside risk.  The right-hand panel of Graph A compares current readings for these 
variables with their historical distributions before past downturns (in some cases, the variables have been multiplied 
by –1 so that low values point to high recession risk).  

The indicators we consider provide a mixed assessment of imminent downside risks to the economy. While the 
term premium is clearly well below typical pre-recession levels, rate expectations are currently well above. The other 
indicators also do not yield a clear consensus on recession risk.  
  A Estrella and F Mishkin, “Predicting US recessions: financial variables as leading indicators”, Review of Economics and Statistics, vol 80,  
no 1, February 1998, pp 45–61, formally establish the relationship between the term spread and recession risk.      See B Cohen, P Hördahl 
and D Xia, “Term premia: models and some stylised facts”, BIS Quarterly Review, September 2018, pp 79–91.      See G Favara, S Gilchrist,  
K Lewis and E Zakrajšek, “Recession risk and the excess bond premium”, FEDS Notes, 8 April 2016; E Engstrom and S Sharpe, “The near-term 
forward yield spread as a leading indicator: a less distorted mirror”, Finance and Economics Discussion Series, 2018-055; and C Borio,  
M Drehmann and D Xia, “The financial cycle and recession risk”, BIS Quarterly Review, December 2018, pp 59–71. 

https://www.bis.org/publ/qtrpdf/r_qt1812g.htm
https://www.bis.org/publ/qtrpdf/r_qt1809h.htm
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left-hand panel). Moreover, some corporate yields, and even some Danish mortgage 
lending rates, dipped below zero. 

The pervasiveness and amount of negative-yielding debt this time around 
greatly exceeded that in 2016, when negative yields were mainly limited to sovereign 
bonds with shorter maturities. From almost nothing in 2014, the amount of bonds 
with negative yields rose to $12 trillion in 2016 and then slowly trended down. In 
2019, it rose rapidly, reaching a new high of $17 trillion in late August (Graph 6, centre 
panel). In mid-September, about 50% of negative-yielding bonds were denominated 
in euros, 40% in yen and a negligible fraction in US dollars. In contrast, more than 
40% of bonds with a positive yield were denominated in US dollars (right-hand panel). 

Attracted by low interest rates, borrowers continued to tap debt markets, but at 
a slower pace. Corporate bond issuance in the United States remained relatively 
steady – in particular, of investment grade debt. The widening of spreads discouraged 
high-yield issuance. The issuance of leveraged loan and collateralised loan 
obligations (CLOs) slowed relative to the previous year. One reason is that, being 
floating rate, leveraged loans became less attractive in the face of a more 
accommodative monetary outlook. Nevertheless, questions persisted about the 
potential financial stability risks posed by CLOs, which shared some similarities with 
the collateralised debt obligations that were at the centre of the GFC (Box B). 

EMEs remained under pressure 
Whereas for AE equities trade tensions had a larger impact in May than in August, 
EME equities were equally sensitive to trade news during the two sell-offs (Graph 7, 
left-hand panel). Corporate bond spreads behaved similarly in AEs and EMEs, 
widening in both May and August. 

Consistent with the price dynamics of the underlying assets, outflows from EME 
funds gathered pace during the period under review. Equity funds had suffered 
sizeable and persistent outflows since the end of the first quarter, and investors 

EME assets were under pressure Graph 7

EME assets were especially vulnerable in August  Outflows from EME funds increased2 
Per cent Basis points  USD bn 

 

 

 
1  GDP-weighted average of JPMorgan Chase global aggregate bond country indices denominated in US dollars; government
spread.    2  Monthly sums of weekly data up to 11 September 2019. 
Sources: Bloomberg; EPFR; JPMorgan Chase; BIS calculations. 
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withdrew assets more quickly in the third quarter (Graph 7, right-hand panel). Bond 
funds had seen volatile but still positive flows throughout 2019, but in August 
recorded small outflows. A turn in investor sentiment prompted correlated outflows 
in August, in conjunction with equity losses and corporate spread increases.  

As sentiment towards EME assets soured, EME currencies depreciated sharply 
against the US dollar. The trade-weighted US dollar index was relatively stable 
between May and July, and then gained 4% against major EME currencies in August. 
The renminbi breached the symbolic threshold of 7 against the US dollar and dropped 
to its lowest level since the GFC (Graph 8, first panel). The renminbi was highly 
correlated with other Asian and Latin American currencies, more so than in previous 
episodes of stress (second panel). This highlighted the potential for contagion from 
slower growth in China and recurring bouts of trade tensions. Idiosyncratic 
developments worsened currency depreciation for some countries, in particular 
increased political uncertainty in Argentina. 

On the back of hefty depreciation of EME currencies, implied volatility in foreign 
exchange markets rose, albeit to levels still below their long-term average (Graph 8, 
third panel). The implied volatilities of EME currencies had moved in virtual lockstep 
with those of AE currencies until early 2018, when trade tensions between China and 
the United States surfaced in full force. The gap between the implied volatility of AE 
and EME currencies narrowed in mid-2019 but remained fairly notable relative to 
2017, before trade tensions took centre stage. 

Against an unsettled outlook for economic growth and trade, prices for selected 
commodities slid. Oil prices declined through early August, despite simmering 
geopolitical risk linked to developments in Iran. Grain prices also fell during the period 
under review, while industrial metal prices were roughly stable (Graph 8, fourth panel).  

Global developments affected EME currencies and commodities Graph 8

EME currencies 
depreciated against dollar 

 CNY co-moved strongly 
with EME currencies2 

 EME currencies saw higher 
implied volatility3 

 Weakness in commodity 
markets continued5 

CNY/USD 1 May 2019 = 100  Correlation coefficient  % pts  1 May 2019 = 100 

 

   

The dashed lines in the third panel indicate 2000–current average. 
1  Goods and services.    2  Correlations between daily changes in local currency exchange rates and the renminbi against the US dollar over
the stated periods; aggregates are based on medians across currencies in each region.    3  JPMorgan Chase implied volatility 
indices.    4  Based on JPMorgan Chase G7 currencies implied volatility index.    5  Bloomberg commodity indices. 
Sources: Federal Reserve Bank of St Louis, FRED; Bloomberg; BIS calculations. 
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Box B 

Structured finance then and now: a comparison of CDOs and CLOs  
Sirio Aramonte and Fernando Avalos 

Collateralised debt obligations (CDOs) that invested in subprime mortgage-backed securities (MBS) were at the centre 
of the Great Financial Crisis (GFC). The issuance of subprime CDOs ceased after the GFC, but other forms of 
securitisation have grown substantially – in particular, collateralised loan obligations (CLOs). CLOs invest mainly in 
leveraged loans, ie bank loans to firms that are highly indebted, have high debt service costs relative to earnings and 
are typically rated below investment grade. The leveraged loan market has surged in recent years to roughly 
$1.4 trillion outstanding, of which about $200 billion is denominated in euros and the rest in US dollars (Graph B, first 
panel). This rapid expansion has been accompanied by the securitisation of leveraged loans into CLOs. As of June 2019, 
over 50% of outstanding leveraged loans in US dollars and about 60% of those in euros had been securitised 
through CLOs. 

The rapid growth of leveraged finance and CLOs has parallels with developments in the US subprime mortgage 
market and CDOs during the run-up to the GFC. We examine the CLO market in light of that earlier experience. There 
are significant differences between the CLO market today and the CDO market prior to the GFC: CLOs are less complex, 
avoiding the use of credit default swaps (CDS) and resecuritisations; they are little used as collateral in repo 
transactions; and they are less commonly funded by short-term borrowing than was the case for CDOs. In addition, 
there is better information about the direct exposures of banks. That said, there are also similarities between the CLO 

CLOs improve on some CDO failings, but vulnerabilities remain Graph B

Leveraged loans grow as 
investors search for yield 

Capital structure of CDOs 
and CLOs2 

Covenants and debt 
coverage weaken3 

CLO investor base in 
Q4 20184 

USD trn  Per cent  Per cent  Per cent 

 

   

AM = asset managers; EBITDA = earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortisation; FO = family offices; HF = hedge funds; 
HG = high grade; MBS = mortgage-backed securities; Mezz = mezzanine; MF = mutual funds; NR = not rated; SCF = structured credit funds.
1  For institutional leveraged loans, outstanding amounts are based on the S&P-LSTA leveraged loan index for the United States and the S&P 
European leveraged loan index for Europe (LSTA = Loan Syndications and Trading Association). From Q3 2018 onwards, outstanding amounts 
based on JPMorgan leveraged loans indices; data up to 11 September 2019.    2  Percentages indicate the fraction of the CLO capital structure 
with the indicated seniority.    3  Debt-to-EBITDA ratios are based on large institutional leveraged loan volumes. Covenant-lite ratio for US 
market deals.    4  The panel shows investors in CLOs issued in the Q4 2018, as provided by Citi Research. The shares refer to issuance and do
not necessarily reflect the investor base of outstanding CLOs. 
Sources: L Cordell, Y Huang and M Williams, “Collateral damage: sizing and assessing the subprime CDO crisis”, Federal Reserve Bank of 
Philadelphia, Working Papers, no 11-30/R, May 2012; Citi Research; ICE BofAML indices; JPMorgan Chase; Lipper; Thomson Reuters Loan
Pricing Corporation; BIS calculations. 
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market today and the CDO market then, including some that could give rise to financial distress. These include the 
deteriorating credit quality of CLOs’ underlying assets; the opacity of indirect exposures; the high concentration of 
banks’ direct holdings; and the uncertain resilience of senior tranches, which depend crucially on the correlation of 
losses among underlying loans. Table B contrasts the key features of the CDO and CLO markets, which are further 
elaborated below. 
Complexity 
CDOs and CLOs are asset-backed securities (ABS) that invest in pools of illiquid assets and convert them into 
marketable securities. They are structured in tranches, each with claims of different seniority over the cash flows from 
the underlying assets. The most junior or so-called equity tranche is often unrated and earns the highest yields, but is 
the first to absorb credit losses. The most senior tranche, which is often rated AAA, receives the lowest yields but is 
the last to absorb losses. In between are mezzanine tranches, usually rated from BB to AA, which start to absorb credit 
losses once the equity tranche is wiped out. The larger the share of junior tranches in the capital structure of the pool, 
the more protected the senior tranche (for a given level of portfolio credit risk). 

CLOs are backed by simpler, more diversified pools of collateral than CDOs. CDOs issued in the run-up to the 
GFC consisted mainly of subprime MBS, and CDOs backed by other CDOs (so called CDO squared) were common. In 
2006, almost 70% of the collateral of newly issued CDOs corresponded to subprime MBS, and a further 15% was 
backed by other CDOs. Furthermore, more than 40% of the collateral gathered by the CDOs issued that year was not 
cash MBS, but CDS written on such securities.  When conditions in the housing market turned, the complexity and 
opacity of CDOs amplified financial stress. In contrast, CLOs are much less complex. Their collateral is diversified across 
firms and sectors, and the known incidence of synthetic collateral or resecuritisations is minimal. 
Default risk and loss correlation risk 
Senior CLO tranches currently appear to benefit from larger loss-absorbing cushions than existed for CDOs. Equity 
and, in particular, mezzanine tranches make up larger shares of the capital structure of CLOs than they did for pre-
crisis subprime CDOs (Graph B, second panel). However, the actual protection afforded to senior tranches depends 
crucially on their sensitivity to default risk and, importantly, loss correlation risk. 

Default risk and losses-given-default depend on the quality of the underlying assets. For both CDOs and CLOs, 
strong investor demand led to a deterioration in underwriting standards. For example, US subprime mortgages 
without full documentation of borrowers’ income increased from about 28% in 2001 to more than 50% in 2006. 
Likewise, leveraged loans without maintenance covenants increased from 20% in 2012 to 80% in 2018 (Graph B, third 
panel). In recent years, the share of low-rated (B–) leveraged loans in CLOs has nearly doubled to 18%, and the debt-
to-earnings ratio of leveraged borrowers has risen steadily. Weak underwriting standards can reduce the likelihood of 
defaults in the short run but increase the potential credit losses when a default eventually occurs. 

For CDOs, losses were exacerbated by the sensitivity of the structures to correlation risk. The underlying collateral 
was poorly diversified, disproportionally consisting of low-rated tranches of subprime MBS (BBB and lower). Such 
strong demand for low-rated MBS led to a growing reliance on synthetic exposures through CDS and resecuritisation 
through CDO-squared vehicles, as discussed above. As a result, a large share of CDO payoffs were driven by a relatively 
small outstanding supply of low-quality securities. When housing prices fell and defaults on subprime mortgages 
mounted, returns on CDO mezzanine and senior tranches proved to be more highly correlated with the losses on 
equity tranches than many investors had expected. 

Uncertainty about loss correlations is less acute for CLOs, yet remains a risk. Given the relative simplicity of these 
vehicles and the long history of defaults on high-yield corporate debt, loss correlations for leveraged loans (and thus 
CLOs) can in principle be estimated with more confidence than for subprime mortgages. However, the unusually high 
share of deals with low investor protection could materially affect the timing and clustering of defaults, compromising 
the reliability of these estimations. 
Banks’ exposure 
When CDOs experienced losses, the eventual distress was worsened by opacity about banks’ total exposures. Pre-
crisis, banks retained mostly senior exposures, either directly or through structured investment vehicles (SIVs), off-
balance sheet entities where banks collected exposure to CDOs and other securitised products. Sometimes, as investor 
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Key features of CDOs then and CLOs now Table B

 CDOs in 2007 CLOs in 2018 
Type of underlying asset MBS, other CDOs and ABS (eg credit 

cards), CDS 
Leveraged loans 

Size of underlying market USD 1.2–2.4 trillion (subprime MBS) USD 1.4–2.0 trillion 
CDOs/CLOs outstanding USD 640 billion USD 750 billion 
Non-price terms (underwriting standards) 50% without full documentation 80% covenant lite 
Complexity   
 Resecuritisation1 14% of outstanding Minimal 
 Synthetic securitisation2 40–50% of issuance Minimal 
 Maturity transformation Common as repo collateral; SIVs funded 

with asset-backed commercial paper 
Minimal 

Banks’ exposures   
 Direct Unclear at the time At least $250 billion 
 Indirect Multifaceted (SIVs, prime brokerage) Prime brokerage 
 Concentration Unclear at the time High in some jurisdictions 
 Type of tranche held Mostly senior, some lower-rated Mostly senior 
Non-banks’ exposure Unclear at the time About 20% of holders unknown 
1  Share of securitisation market represented by CDOs (CLOs) that invested in other CDOs (CLOs).    2  Through CDS or other derivatives. 
Sources: Bank of England, Financial Stability Report, November 2018 and July 2019; US Congress Joint Economic Committee, The subprime 
lending crisis, October 2007; Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, Credit risk transfer, July 2008; L Cordell, Y Huang and M Williams,
“Collateral damage: sizing and assessing the subprime CDO crisis”, Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia, Working Papers, no 11-30/R, 
May 2012; G Gorton, “The subprime panic”, NBER Working Papers, no 14398, October 2008; G Gorton and A Metrick, “Securitized banking
and the run on repo”, Journal of Financial Economics, vol 104, issue 3, 2012, pp 425–51; various reports on securitisation and leveraged loan
markets by the Association of Financial Markets in Europe (AFME) and the US Securities Industry and Financial Markets Associations (SIFMA); 
Citi Research; authors’ calculations. 

demand for CDO mezzanine tranches swelled, banks ended up holding the senior tranches for which there was less 
demand. In other cases, banks became exposed to subprime BBB risk, as they “warehoused” the securities while the 
portfolio of MBS tranches was gathered by CDO managers. The SIVs, purportedly separate from their sponsoring 
banks, engaged in maturity transformation by funding themselves mainly in the short-term wholesale markets, making 
themselves susceptible to liquidity runs. Banks’ indirect exposure through SIVs was underestimated by investors at the 
time, and banks’ total exposure to CDOs before the GFC was hard to gauge accurately. 

Currently, banks’ exposure to CLOs is less opaque. Banks hold mostly AAA tranches (Graph B, fourth panel). These 
are recognised on their balance sheets and there is no indirect exposure through SIVs. That said, banks may have 
other indirect exposures (see below). Moreover, among banks the concentration of CLO holdings is high. US and 
Japanese banks are among the largest investors.  Relatively few institutions account for the majority of banks’ 
holdings, and in some cases holdings are large relative to capital. 
Spillover risks 
Non-bank investors, such as hedge funds and insurance companies, are also major investors in CLOs, as they were in 
CDOs before the GFC. Ownership is more difficult to trace for non-bank investors than for banks. If non-bank investors 
were to experience losses on their CLO holdings, banks might be indirectly exposed. In particular, banks might be 
connected to those investors through legal and reputational ties, credit facilities or prime brokerage services. 
“Synthetic” prime brokerage, where hedge funds obtain leverage through derivatives with banks as counterparties, 
has grown rapidly in recent years.  It also entails lower regulatory capital charges. Like banks’ off-balance sheet 
exposure to CDOs, which was a source of instability in 2007, banks’ prime brokerage exposure to CLO holders could 
result in larger losses than implied by direct exposures, creating heightened financial stress. 
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Additional spillovers could arise from disruptions in market liquidity. Since the GFC, assets managed by fixed 
income mutual funds, including bank loan funds, have increased substantially. Some investment funds offering daily 
redemption of shares hold a small share of their assets in CLOs. At times of market distress, investors may rush to 
redeem their shares, quickly depleting the liquidity buffers held by such funds. This rush could result in fire sales and 
large price volatility, imposing mark-to-market losses on other intermediaries. Price volatility could also disrupt short-
term funding collateralised by CLOs, similarly to the “run on repo” in 2007. However, the use of CLOs as repo collateral 
appears minimal today, in contrast to the more widespread use of CDOs or MBS in the past.  
  See L Cordell, Y Huang and M Williams, “Collateral damage: sizing and assessing the subprime CDO crisis”, Federal Reserve Bank of 
Philadelphia, Working Papers, no 11-30/R, May 2012. CDOs sold CDS to investors in exchange for a payment replicating the return on the 
insured MBS.      Fitch Ratings, “Leveraged loans & CLOs in financial institutions”, August 2019.      Essentially, prime brokers swap with a 
hedge fund the return on some reference financial asset in exchange for a financing rate. 
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